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Abstract: This paper endeavors to construct an evaluative framework to assess the level of develop-
ment in advanced manufacturing across the 31 provinces in China from 2003 to 2021. Additionally, it
aims to investigate the impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development of advanced
manufacturing by employing a moderated mediation model and the Spatial Durbin Model (SDM).
The research results demonstrate that industrial synergy agglomeration facilitates the development
of advanced manufacturing, with particularly pronounced effects in the eastern region of China
and the 18 provinces that already possess national advanced manufacturing clusters. Urban inno-
vation capacity plays an intermediary role, and both manufacturing intelligence and international
capacity cooperation exhibit positive moderating effects in the direct and indirect pathways through
which industrial synergy agglomeration influences the development of advanced manufacturing.
Furthermore, industrial synergy agglomeration exhibits strong spillover effects on the development
of advanced manufacturing. To boost the development of the advanced manufacturing industry, it is
imperative to expedite the establishment of an industrial synergy spatial layout, foster a culture of
enterprise innovation and intelligent transformation, emphasize inter-provincial communication and
cooperation, and facilitate cross-border resource integration.

Keywords: industrial synergy agglomeration; advanced manufacturing; urban innovation capacity;
manufacturing intelligence; international capacity cooperation

1. Introduction

In 2022, the added value of China’s manufacturing industry accounted for 27.7% of
GDP, and the scale of the manufacturing industry continued to maintain a world-leading
position. Nevertheless, there still exists a gap between China’s manufacturing industry
and the world’s advanced level in terms of independent innovation capability, resource-
utilization efficiency, and the quality of benefits, among other aspects. Compared with
traditional manufacturing, advanced manufacturing is located in the high-end part of the
global production system, with high added value and technological content as its prominent
features. Its strong innovation in technology and research and development keeps it highly
competitive in the market (Peng et al. 2019, 2020; Zhao et al. 2020). Accelerating the
development of advanced manufacturing is a key measure for China’s manufacturing
industry to achieve high-quality development.

How can the level of advanced manufacturing development across different provinces
in China be evaluated? How can the further growth of China’s advanced manufacturing
industry be promoted? To answer these questions, it is crucial to first define the concept
of “advanced manufacturing”; then, we must select appropriate indicators to scientifically
measure the level of development in provincial regions. In academic research, “advanced
manufacturing” is mainly defined in two forms. Some researchers have identified spe-
cific sub-sectors within manufacturing that exhibit a high application rate of advanced
technologies, designating them as “advanced manufacturing”, which is distinguished
from “traditional manufacturing” sectors (Feng et al. 2022). This study, like the research
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conducted by Hu and Zhang (2011), considers “advanced manufacturing” to be a holis-
tic concept that reflects its advancement in terms of indicator selection. There are also
two ways to measure advanced manufacturing. It can be measured through some single
indicators such as the proportion of employees (Feng et al. 2020). Moreover, multiple
indicators can be selected to comprehensively evaluate its level of development. When
selecting multiple indicators, one can adopt a single-dimensional approach, such as using
the 10Rs of advanced manufacturing capabilities to measure its development (Bag et al.
2021). Alternatively, one can follow the principles of scientific, systematic, and opera-
tional criteria to construct a multidimensional indicator system (Huang and Zhang 2021).
Among these dimensions, technology, economy, and environmental considerations are
fundamental aspects that can evaluate the research and utilization capabilities of advanced
manufacturing technologies, the economic performance and profitability of manufacturing
enterprises, and their sustainable development capabilities (Hu and Zhang 2011). The
assessment of management level and social benefits are also reflected in relevant studies
(Xu and Xie 2013). Compared to single indicators, a comprehensive indicator system allows
for a multidimensional evaluation of advanced manufacturing development, yielding more
scientifically grounded results. However, research on measuring the level of advanced
manufacturing development using multidimensional indicator systems is still in the the-
oretical stage, with limited quantitative analysis conducted using provincial panel data.
Additionally, there is a gap in empirical examinations that utilize comprehensive indicators
to measure the level of advanced manufacturing.

In recent years, with the transition from an “industrial economy” to a “service-oriented
economy” (Zhang et al. 2023), the global industrial layout has gradually shifted towards
spatial diversification, and the coordinated development and efficient interactions between
manufacturing and productive service industries have become a trend (Tu et al. 2019; Zheng
et al. 2020). The productive service industry improves the production efficiency of manu-
facturing through industrial linkage effects, technology spillover effects, and other means,
transforming the manufacturing industry into a “production + service” pattern (Ke et al.
2014). Regarding the issue of advanced manufacturing development, previous studies have
acknowledged the role of industrial synergy agglomeration (Qiu and Gong 2021). Under
the “collaborative agglomeration pattern”, the productive service industry runs through
the entire process of advanced manufacturing, providing warehousing, logistics, design,
financing, and other services. Compared with the previous “separation agglomeration
pattern”, the production efficiency of manufacturing industry enterprises has significantly
improved. At the same time, industrial collaborative agglomeration accelerates the decom-
position, extension, and restructuring of the value chain, and endows the new value chain
with a higher level of utility (Gao et al. 2020). How can industrial synergy agglomeration
promote the development of advanced manufacturing? A few studies have delved into the
influencing mechanisms from a singular perspective. When measuring the development
of advanced manufacturing using green and environmentally friendly indicators, studies
have found that industrial synergy agglomeration can reduce ecological pollution through
the mediating effect of technological innovation (Zhuang et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2021).
However, academic research on the question remains insufficient. To explore the pathways
through which industrial synergy agglomeration influences the development of advanced
manufacturing, it is necessary to build upon the scientific measurement of the development
level of advanced manufacturing as a foundation. Subsequently, we will be equipped to
explain the economic logic through which mechanism variables exert their influence on the
development of advanced manufacturing. These variables should be incorporated into the
same analytical framework for a comprehensive empirical examination.

Our study has two specific objectives: Firstly, we aim to construct an evaluative frame-
work to gauge the level of development in advanced manufacturing. Secondly, we aim to
determine whether industrial synergy agglomeration has a positive and significant impact
on the development of advanced manufacturing, and to explore the mechanisms behind
this influence. In order to address the existing research gaps in the measurements and
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determinants of advanced manufacturing, this paper selects secondary indicators from five
dimensions of advanced manufacturing technology: advanced manufacturing manage-
ment, advanced manufacturing workforce, green advanced manufacturing, and advanced
manufacturing efficiency. Then Then, calculating the development level of advanced manu-
facturing in 31 provinces1 of China from 2003 to 2021, a comprehensive indicator is applied
for empirical analysis. The findings reveal that industrial synergy agglomeration facilitates
the development of advanced manufacturing. Urban innovation capacity plays a mediat-
ing role, while manufacturing intelligence and international capacity cooperation exhibit
positive moderating effects in the direct and indirect pathways through which industrial
synergy agglomeration influences the development of advanced manufacturing.

This paper makes two significant contributions. Firstly, we refine the evaluation
index system for advanced manufacturing and quantitatively measure the development
level of advanced manufacturing in different provinces of China using provincial panel
data. Compared to previous research relying on single indicators, this research provides
a more scientific measurement of advanced manufacturing development. Secondly, we
employ a moderated mediation model that incorporates urban innovation, manufacturing
intelligence, and international capacity cooperation into a unified analytical framework to
investigate the mechanisms through which industrial synergy agglomeration influences
advanced manufacturing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 conducts a comprehen-
sive review of the relevant studies. Section 3 establishes a theoretical analytical framework
and presents three research hypotheses. Section 4 provides an introduction to the model
employed in the study, along with explanations regarding the selection of variables and
measurement methods. Section 5 presents empirical findings, delving into the implications
of the results and validating the hypotheses proposed in Section 3. Section 6 provides a
summary of the research conclusions. Lastly, our conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Regarding the definition of advanced manufacturing, the academic community pre-
dominantly adopts two approaches. The first regards advanced manufacturing as a collec-
tion of several high-technology, high-value-added sub-industries. For instance, Zhu et al.
(2020) compare manufacturing industries involved in the National Bureau of Statistics with
the KLEMS industry standards and classify them into “high-tech manufacturing”, encom-
passing nine sectors such as “computer, communication, and other electronic equipment
manufacturing”, “instrument and apparatus manufacturing”, and “pharmaceutical manu-
facturing”. The second perspective posits that advanced manufacturing is a comprehensive
term encompassing industries that continuously absorb high-tech advancements in infor-
mation, machinery, materials, and modern management. It represents the manufacturing
sector’s pursuit of superior, efficient, low-consumption, clean, and flexible production. In
other words, advanced manufacturing comprises manufacturing industries that showcase
advancement in technology, management, environmental sustainability, and other aspects
(Hu and Zhang 2011). Presently, articles studying the evaluation index system of advanced
manufacturing often adopt the second definition, considering “advanced manufacturing”
to be a holistic concept. They select indicators from different dimensions to reflect the
advancement of the manufacturing industry (Xu and Xie 2013; Huang and Zhang 2021).

Regarding the driving forces behind the development of advanced manufacturing,
Ocampo et al. (2017) construct a competitiveness evaluation index system for the manu-
facturing industry based on dimensions such as cost, quality, production flexibility, trans-
portation time, and environmental protection. Their findings reveal that the utilization of
advanced manufacturing tools enhances the competitiveness of the industry. Feng et al.
(2020) discover that foreign direct investment promotes the development of advanced
manufacturing, albeit with dual thresholds. Bag et al. (2021) point out that Industry 4.0
technologies provide digital solutions for manufacturing automation, significantly impact-
ing the enhancement of advanced manufacturing capabilities in the resource “10R” cycle
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process and sustainable development. Feng et al. (2022) found that the establishment of
national manufacturing innovation centers can facilitate the development of advanced
manufacturing, with an intermediate effect of innovation input expansion. Following the in-
troduction of the “Carbon Peaking and Carbon Neutrality Goals”, the green transformation
of the manufacturing industry has become a research hotspot. Scholars have empirically
analyzed the efficiency of green growth in the manufacturing industry, highlighting the
significant influence of industrial clustering (Lv and Lu 2022; Zhu et al. 2022).

The concept of industrial synergy agglomeration was initially proposed by Ellison
and Glaeser (1997), referring to the phenomenon of manufacturing enterprises and up-
stream/downstream companies that produce accessory products agglomerating together in
space. As research deepened, the spatial phenomenon of industrial synergy agglomeration
was further confirmed, and the conceptual definition gradually improved. Andersson
(2004) found that the location of productive service industries is a function of the location
of the manufacturing industry, indicating the inevitability of their spatial agglomeration.
Helsley and Strange (2014) point out that industrial synergy represents a transitional state
from a single-industry pattern to a diverse and integrated economic structure, where multi-
ple associated industries are heavily concentrated within a certain geographic area. With
the improvement and upgrading of industrial structures, social division of labor tends
towards specialization and refinement, and the dominance of the “industrial economy”
is gradually being replaced by the emergence of the “service economy”. The trend of
collaborative development between productive service industries and the manufacturing
industry becomes increasingly evident (Ke et al. 2014).

In recent years, the academic community has linked industrial synergy agglomera-
tion with the development of advanced manufacturing. However, due to the imperfect
evaluation index system, existing studies mainly analyze certain prominent characteristics
of advanced manufacturing. From the perspective of production efficiency and economic
benefits, industrial synergy agglomeration enhances the overall factor efficiency of the
manufacturing industry through green technological innovation (Yang et al. 2022). It also
exerts a significant positive impact on China’s Green Economic Efficiency (GEE) through
firm-level innovation and entrepreneurial innovation (Zhu et al. 2022). Expanding the
perspective to the manufacturing industry’s value chain, research has found that industrial
synergy agglomeration strengthens the resilience of the manufacturing industry’s value
chain through technological innovation. This enhances the industry’s flexibility and adapt-
ability in response to external environments, thereby creating a stable space for improving
economic performance.

With the deepening of green and environmental concepts, several scholars have con-
ducted research on the relationship between industrial synergy agglomeration and green
sustainable development. Industrial synergy agglomeration can significantly improve
energy efficiency (Liu et al. 2017), increase carbon productivity, and reduce carbon intensity.
However, the effectiveness of carbon emissions reduction is constrained by the rational
allocation of resources, which acts as a dual threshold (Li et al. 2019). Yang et al. (2021)
utilize a Spatial Durbin Model and find that industrial synergy agglomeration effectively
controls environmental pollution through technological innovation, particularly in reduc-
ing emissions of air pollutants such as SO2, PM2.5, and NOx (Ye et al. 2022; L. Gao et al.
2023). Chang and Zheng (2023) discover that industrial synergy agglomeration significantly
enhances green innovation efficiency within both the local region and in neighboring areas,
but spatial spillover effects exhibit geographic decay.

3. Research Hypothesis

The impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development of advanced man-
ufacturing manifests in various aspects. Firstly, industrial synergy agglomeration swiftly
elevates the level of advanced technology within manufacturing enterprises. During the
initial phase of industrial synergy agglomeration, manufacturing plays a dominant role,
while productive services act as auxiliary support (Yang et al. 2021). As the productive
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service system gradually matures, the deepening of regional industrial synergy and the in-
tegration of upstream and downstream cooperation mechanisms facilitate efficient division
of labor and matching between the two industries. Through this enduring collaboration,
information barriers between companies diminish, reducing search time, transaction costs,
and simplifying transaction procedures. Consequently, this provides convenience for the ex-
tensive flow of manufacturing talents, information, and technology within the local region,
leading to a rapid overall advancement in manufacturing technologies (Pandit et al. 2001).

Moreover, industrial synergy agglomeration contributes to green and sustainable
development of the manufacturing industry. The spatial synergy and linkage between
manufacturing and productive services optimize resource allocation between industries,
generating economies of scale and centralized governance effects. This approach reduces
raw material consumption and transport losses in intermediate product processing, lowers
energy consumption per unit, enhances resource-utilization efficiency (Zeng and Zhao
2009; Wang et al. 2020), improves overall factor energy efficiency (Yang et al. 2020), and
plays a positive role in achieving carbon reduction and pollution control (Zhuang et al.
2021; Wang et al. 2022).

Additionally, industrial synergy agglomeration enhances the management level of
manufacturing enterprises. The synergy between manufacturing and productive services
reduces the costs of information dissemination and learning. In high-synergy regions,
advanced management techniques are rapidly shared, strengthening cost-control and risk-
management capabilities, thereby demonstrating the positive external influence of synergy
agglomeration (Fan and Scott 2003). Furthermore, industrial synergy agglomeration lowers
the cost of information sharing among companies and drives technological innovation
through knowledge spillover effects. To some extent, this fosters healthy market competi-
tion, improves production efficiency, and overall capacity levels of manufacturing enter-
prises, thereby promoting economic growth and capital expansion (Klein and Crafts 2020).

The promoting effect of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development of ad-
vanced manufacturing varies among different provinces. Taking the collaboration between
the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry and medical services as an example, Hu et al.
(2021) utilize a threshold regression model and find that the enhancement of coupling
coordination between the two sectors can effectively promote further development, only
when the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry reaches a relatively advanced level. We
have listed the above literature in Table 1. Based on the discussion, we propose a research
hypothesis, which is illustrated in Figure 1.
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H1. Industrial synergy agglomeration promotes the development of advanced manufacturing,
and this promoting effect is more pronounced in provinces with a solid foundation for advanced
manufacturing development.

Marshall advances four pivotal factors in the context of industrial synergy agglomera-
tion, namely the relationships between intermediate inputs and final product suppliers, the
sharing of labor markets, increased information exchange, and innovation opportunities,
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thereby linking the concepts of industrial synergy agglomeration with innovation efficiency
(Howard et al. 2016). As the spatial layout of industrial synergy takes shape, the integrated
development of core industries with peripheral industries and the external economic effects
stemming from specialized division of labor become evident, leading to enhanced innova-
tion efficiency among regional manufacturing enterprises (Shen et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019;
Zhong et al. 2021; Peng et al. 2023). Notably, the impact of industrial synergy agglomeration
on innovation performance is particularly prominent in high-tech manufacturing indus-
tries (Wu et al. 2021; Peng et al. 2022). For instance, the synergy between transportation
and warehousing services and manufacturing industries reduces the time costs associated
with information acquisition, while the financial sector provides services such as capital
management and employee incentives to manufacturing enterprises. The synergy between
these two sectors contributes to the improvement of regional innovation efficiency.

Table 1. Summary of studies on the impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development
of advanced manufacturing.

Studies Main Findings

(Pandit et al. 2001) Industrial synergy agglomeration enhances the level of advanced
manufacturing technologies.

(Hu et al. 2021)
The synergy between the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry and the healthcare

services sector presents a threshold for facilitating the advancement of the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry.

(Zeng and Zhao 2009;
Wang et al. 2020)

Industrial synergy agglomeration reduces the energy consumption of manufacturing
units and enhances resource-utilization efficiency.

(Yang et al. 2020) Industrial synergy agglomeration enhances the overall factor energy efficiency of the
manufacturing industry.

(Zhuang et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022) Industrial synergy agglomeration plays a constructive role in achieving carbon
reduction and pollution control in the manufacturing industry.

(Fan and Scott 2003)
Industrial synergy agglomeration facilitates the dissemination and sharing of advanced
management technologies within the region, enhancing the capabilities of companies in

cost control and risk management.

(Klein and Crafts 2020) Industrial synergy agglomeration drives the growth of economic benefits and capital
expansion for manufacturing enterprises.

Innovation serves as a crucial driving force for sustainable industrial development
in a region, embodying the pulse and wellspring of urban economic progress (Wang and
Deng 2022). The essence of the urban innovation chain lies in the openness of innovative
elements, the synergistic operation of the entire system, and the value-added nature of
innovation (Ambos et al. 2021). The concentration of innovation leads to a transformation
in the hierarchical structure of urban innovation, rationalizing the allocation of innovative
elements and consequently propelling the positive development of various industries
within the region (Fan et al. 2021). Active innovation activities in a region yield abundant
patent outputs, which, when implemented in the production processes of enterprises,
translate into advanced technological achievements. Entrepreneurs often encourage so-
cially responsible actions among enterprises, particularly those with strong innovation
capabilities (Wei et al. 2021; Ahmad et al. 2022), addressing employment issues. Moreover,
effective utilization of capital by enterprise management facilitates the establishment of a
social network, leveraging internal and external employees, thereby enhancing productivity
and generating economic benefits (Lafuente et al. 2020; Becerra-Vicario et al. 2023). The
urban innovation chain can be divided into three stages: primordial, technological, and
transformative. Zhang et al. (2022) construct a three-dimensional indicator system for
urban innovation capabilities and measured innovation performance based on the devel-
opment level of strategic emerging industries, revealing that urban innovation promotes
the development of strategic emerging industries in the short term. Urban innovation
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optimizes industrial structures, realizing efficient resource allocation, thereby accelerating
the concentration of high-tech industries and enhancing economic efficiency. In recent
years, academia has confirmed a symbiotic relationship between urban innovation and
green development. In low-carbon pilot cities (LCPCs), green innovation has led to reduced
energy consumption in industrial enterprises and improved resource-utilization efficiency
(Tian et al. 2021).

The innovation in cities propels the upgrading of industrial technologies and facilitates
advanced transformations, simultaneously expanding the scale of industrial personnel
while enhancing production efficiency. Moreover, this influence encompasses sustainable
development implications, extending its impact to advanced manufacturing. On the basis
of Hypothesis 1, we further propose another hypothesis:

H2. Industrial synergy agglomeration enhances urban innovation capabilities, thereby promoting
the development of advanced manufacturing.

Intelligent manufacturing stands as a crucial pathway for the ascent of China’s manu-
facturing industry along the value chain. The development of intelligence, encompassing
technological innovation, production efficiency, and economic benefits, exerts a profound influ-
ence on the level of advanced manufacturing. Industrial intelligence enhances corporate profits,
expedites the transition towards sustainability, and ultimately elevates the overall production ef-
ficiency of the supply chain (Mahalakshmi et al. 2019). In manufacturing enterprises employing
robots, human labor is supplanted, leading to substantial enhancements in production efficiency,
as well as a noticeable increase in the value-added aspects of their products (Acemoglu et al.
2020). There exists a substitutive effect between industrial robots and the labor force, whereby
the scarcity of labor supply compels manufacturing enterprises to engage in technological
innovation, thus further enhancing labor productivity (Song and Zuo 2019). The proliferation of
industrial robots also contributes to the reduction in industrial carbon emissions and promotes
sustainable development (Wu 2023).

In recent years, with the development of the digital economy and the widespread
adoption of artificial intelligence technologies, researchers have begun to focus on the
specific pathways through which intelligent manufacturing influences the development of
advanced manufacturing. Artificial intelligence enables enterprises to substitute low-end la-
bor, thereby reducing costs, improving productivity, and enhancing their competitiveness—
an endeavor that assists them in engaging more effectively in the division of labor within
the global value chain. Intelligence significantly boosts the total-factor productivity of the
manufacturing industry, with the objective of achieving carbon neutrality (Wang et al. 2023),
thereby promoting the high-quality development of the manufacturing sector. In regions
where the level of intelligent manufacturing is relatively high, there is greater efficiency in
information exchange and resource allocation between industries, and the positive effects
of industrial synergy on the development of advanced manufacturing become more pro-
nounced, as is the capacity for urban innovation. Furthermore, technological innovation
and the development of intelligent cities are mutually complementary (Cugurullo 2020), as
the widespread adoption of artificial intelligence enhances urban innovation capabilities,
thereby driving the construction of smart cities (Yigitcanlar et al. 2020). In regions with
a solid foundation in intelligent development, the utilization of advanced technologies
and the provision of well-equipped facilities are favorable, attracting a strong pool of
talent, making the role of industrial synergy agglomeration in enhancing urban innovation
capacity more apparent.

International capacity cooperation encompasses forms such as foreign trade, foreign
direct investment, and overseas engineering contracts, with foreign direct investment oc-
cupying a predominant position. International capacity cooperation provides a platform
foundation for enterprise technological upgrading, directly propelling the development
of advanced manufacturing. From the perspective of foreign trade analysis, international
trade contributes to the transformation and upgrading of the manufacturing industry,
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and the improvement of total-factor productivity in manufacturing relies on technological
progress. From the perspective of foreign direct investment analysis, multinational cor-
porations can assist domestic enterprises in acquiring advanced technologies (Chen et al.
2012). From the perspective of overseas engineering contracts, on one hand, the contracting
party can absorb advanced knowledge and technology from the contracting party and
enhance their own production efficiency through the process of “learning by doing” (Lo
2014). On the other hand, in order to gain recognition during the project implementation
process, the contracting party must actively improve their technological and service levels
(Martinez-Noya et al. 2012), thereby creating a virtuous cycle. In regions with a high level
of international capacity cooperation, there is frequent exchange and interaction between
domestic and foreign entities, making it easier for Chinese manufacturing enterprises to
access advanced foreign knowledge, technology, and management experience. With the
strengthening of industrial synergy, the development of advanced manufacturing acceler-
ates. Similarly, international capacity cooperation provides favorable support for enterprise
innovation and research development—as the collaboration between manufacturing and
productive service industries deepens, the improvement of urban innovation levels be-
comes more pronounced. Combined with the aforementioned two hypothesis, we come up
with the last hypothesis:

H3. Both manufacturing intelligence and international capacity cooperation exert positive regula-
tory effects in the direct and indirect pathways of industrial synergy on the development of advanced
manufacturing.

4. Methodology
4.1. Model
4.1.1. Two-Way Fixed-Effects Model

The primary focus of this study lies in ascertaining whether industrial synergy agglom-
eration has a positive and significant impact on the development of advanced manufac-
turing, while also delving into the underlying mechanisms of this influence. The baseline
regression model is presented below:

amip,t = µ0 + µ1coagglop,t +
T+1

∑
i=2

µiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (1)

In Equation (1), p denotes provinces and t represents years. The dependent variable
is the level of development in the advanced manufacturing industry denoted as amip,t.
The core explanatory variable is the level of industrial synergy agglomeration, denoted
as coagglop,t. Zi

p,t represents a set of control variables. up and vt represent province fixed
effects and time fixed effects, respectively. εp,t denotes the error term. If µ1 is significantly
positive, then Hypothesis 1 is confirmed.

4.1.2. Mediation Effect Model

The mediation effect is examined using a stepwise regression approach. The con-
structed model is as follows:

amip,t = α0 + α1uicp,t +
T+1

∑
i=2

αiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (2)

uicp,t = β0 + β1coagglop,t +
T+1

∑
i=2

βiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (3)

amip,t = γ0 + γ1coagglop,t + γ2uicp,t +
T+2

∑
i=3

γiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (4)

where the mediating variable is urban innovation capacity denoted as uicp,t. Equation (2)
tests the direct effect of urban innovation capacity on the development of advanced manu-
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facturing. Equations (3) and (4) examine the mediating role of urban innovation capacity in
the process of industrial synergy promoting the development of advanced manufacturing.
If β1, γ1, and γ2 are all significantly positive, then Hypothesis 2 is confirmed.

4.1.3. Moderated Mediation Effect Model

The effect of the moderating variable on both the direct and indirect effects is examined
using hierarchical multiple regression (Baron and Kenny 1986; Sun et al. 2020). The
constructed model is as follows:

amip,t = η0 + η1coagglop,t + η2Mp,t + η3coagglop,t × Mp,t +
T+3

∑
i=4

ηiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (5)

uicp,t = δ0 + δ1coagglop,t + δ2Mp,t +
T+2

∑
i=3

δiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (6)

uicp,t = λ0 + λ1coagglop,t + λ2Mp,t + λ3coagglop,t × Mp,t +
T+3

∑
i=4

λiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (7)

amip,t = θ0 + θ1uicp,t + θ2Mp,t +
T+2

∑
i=3

θiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (8)

amip,t = σ0 + σ1uicp,t + σ2Mp,t + σ3uicp,t × Mp,t +
T+3

∑
i=4

σiZi
p,t + up + vt + εp,t (9)

where the moderating variables are manufacturing intelligence (mip,t) and international
capacity cooperation (iccp,t), represented as Mp,t for simplicity. If η3, λ3, and σ3 are all
significantly positive, then Hypothesis 3 is confirmed.

4.1.4. Spatial Durbin Model (SDM)

In order to examine the spatial spillover effects of industrial synergy agglomeration on
the development of advanced manufacturing at the provincial level, this study constructs
an SDM model to further investigate their spatial relationship:

amip,t = ξ0 + ξ1

N

∑
j=1

ωp,jamij,t + ξ2Xj,t + ξ3

N

∑
j=1

ωp,jXj,t +
T+3

∑
i=4

ξi

N

∑
j=1

ωp,jZi
j,t + up + vt + εp,t (10)

In Equation (10) ξ1 and ξ3 represent the spatial lag coefficients for advanced manufac-
turing and industrial synergy agglomeration, respectively. ωp,j denotes the spatial weight
matrix. If ξ1 is significantly positive, then the presence of spatial spillover effects in the
development of advanced manufacturing itself is indicated. If both ξ2 and ξ3 are signifi-
cantly positive, then it suggests that industrial synergy agglomeration has a positive spatial
spillover effect on the development of advanced manufacturing at the provincial level.

4.2. Variable and Data
4.2.1. Explained Variable

The level of development in advanced manufacturing, which is the overall level of de-
velopment in the manufacturing industry, is derived through a comprehensive calculation
of multiple indicators that reflect advanced manufacturing capabilities. In this study, we
construct an evaluation index system for advanced manufacturing from five perspectives:
advanced manufacturing technology, advanced manufacturing management, advanced
manufacturing workforce, green advanced manufacturing, and advanced manufacturing
efficiency. A total of 21 secondary indicators are included, and the development level of
advanced manufacturing in 31 provincial regions in China from 2003 to 2021 is calculated.
Commonly used multivariate weighting methods include the entropy method and princi-
pal component analysis (PCA). In this study, we not only calculate the overall development
level of advanced manufacturing but also separately calculate the development levels of
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the five sub-dimensions for robustness testing. Due to the limited number of secondary
indicators in the sub-dimensions (around four to five indicators each), PCA is deemed
unsuitable. Therefore, the entropy method is chosen. The specific calculation process
refers to the study conducted by Yu and Fan (2022). Mt,m represents the original value
of indicator m at time t, min(Mt,m) represents the minimum value of the indicator, and
max(Mt,m) represents the maximum value of the indicator. Yt,m represents the standardized
value. Equation (11) is used to handle positive indicators, while Equation (12) is used to
handle negative indicators:

Yt,m = (Mt,m − min(Mt,m))/(max(Mt,m)− min(Mt,m)) (11)

Yt,m = (max(Mt,m)− Mt,m)/(max(Mt,m)− min(Mt,m)) (12)

Next, the weights Pt,m and information entropy values Et,m for each indicator are
determined using the following calculation method (where n represents the total number
of years):

Pt,m = Yt,m/
n

∑
t=1

Yt,m (13)

Et,m = −1/lnn × ∑(Pt,m × lnPt,m
)

(14)

Finally, the information utility value Qt,m for each indicator m and the weights Wt,m for
each indicator are calculated, as shown in Table 2. These values are then used to calculate
the level of development in advanced manufacturing (AMI) for the 31 provinces in China,
as well as the values for the five primary indicators. These values will be used in the
baseline regression. The specific calculation process is as follows:

Qt,m = 1 − Et,m (15)

Wt,m = Qt,m/
n

∑
t=1

Qt,m (16)

amip,t =
n

∑
t=1

Pt,m × Wt,m × 1000 (17)

Based on the calculations, the top-ten provinces in China for advanced manufactur-
ing in 2021 are Jiangsu Province, Zhejiang Province, Shanghai Municipality, Guangdong
Province, Anhui Province, Liaoning Province, Jiangxi Province, Tianjin Municipality, Hunan
Province, and Beijing Municipality. The development trends of advanced manufacturing in
these provinces from 2012 to 2021 are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Evaluation indicator system for advanced manufacturing.

Primary
Indicators Secondary Indicators Attributes Overall Weights Individual Weights

Advanced
Manufacturing

Technology

Proportion of New Product Output to
Industrial Output (%) + 0.075 0.231

Proportion of Research Institutions’
Enterprises to Total Enterprises (%) + 0.086 0.278

Proportion of R&D Expenditure to Main
Business Revenue (%) + 0.105 0.359

Proportion of Self-Funded Expenditure by
Enterprises in Research Activities (%) + 0.033 0.132

Advanced
Manufacturing
Management

Inventory Turnover Ratio (in times) + 0.044 0.238

Profitability Ratio (Cost-Expense-Profit
Ratio) (%) + 0.034 0.196

Equity Ratio (%) + 0.028 0.193

Debt-to-Asset Ratio (%) - 0.038 0.227

Contribution Rate of Total Assets (%) + 0.025 0.146

Advanced
Manufacturing

Workforce

Logarithm of Manufacturing Industry
Employment (in number of individuals,

Logarithm)
+ 0.092 0.360

Logarithm of Average Industry Employee
Salary (in Chinese Yuan, Logarithm) + 0.090 0.344

Proportion of High-Educated Personnel in
Research Activities (%) + 0.033 0.125

Proportion of R&D Personnel to Total
Workforce (%) + 0.046 0.171

Green
Advanced

Manufacturing

Compliance Rate of Industrial Wastewater
Discharge Standards (%) + 0.020 0.149

Compliance Rate of Industrial SO2
Emissions Standards (%) + 0.021 0.164

Compliance Rate of Industrial Particulate
Matter (PM) Emissions Standards (%) + 0.031 0.303

Comprehensive Utilization Rate of
Industrial Solid Waste (%) + 0.037 0.384

Advanced
Manufacturing

Efficiency

Rate of Capital Preservation and
Appreciation (%) + 0.031 0.206

Industrial Value-Added Rate (%) + 0.069 0.408

Proportion of Operating Profit (%) + 0.021 0.107

Profit from Main Business Operations (in
Chinese Yuan, Logarithm) + 0.042 0.280

4.2.2. Explaining Variable

In the present study, an initial assessment is conducted to determine the level of
industrial synergy agglomeration, referred to as “coagglo”. To define the productive
service sector, existing research is taken into account, encompassing the amalgamation of
five industries: “transportation, warehousing, and postal services”, “leasing and business
services”, “information transmission, computer services, and software industry”, “financial
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industry”, and “scientific research, technical services, and geophysical prospecting”. The
specific methodology employed for computation is outlined as follows:

Magglop,t =
(

Mp,t/Mt
)
/
(

Pp,t/Pt
)

(18)

PSagglop,t =
(

PSp,t/PSt
)
/
(

Pp,t/Pt
)

(19)

coagglop,t = 1 −
∣∣∣Magglop,t − PSagglop,t

∣∣∣/(Magglop,t + PSagglop,t

)
+
∣∣∣Magglop,t + PSagglop,t

∣∣∣ (20)

In Equation (18), Mp,t represents the number of manufacturing industry employees in
province p during period t, Pp,t denotes the total employment in province p during period
t, Mt represents the national manufacturing industry employment during period t, and
Pt represents the national employment during period t. By utilizing these variables, the
level of manufacturing industry agglomeration Magglop,t can be computed. Similarly, in
Equation (19), the meanings of the respective indicators remain consistent, allowing for
the computation of the level of agglomeration in the productive service sector PSagglop,t.
Finally, Equation (20) yields the annual average level of industrial synergy agglomeration
coagglop,t for each province over the years.

4.2.3. Control Variables

The following reasons justify the selection of provincial economic development, for-
eign direct investment, human capital level, government support intensity, fixed investment
level, industrial structure, and informatization level as control variables:

Economic Development (pdgp): A vibrant regional economy fosters a conducive social
environment and injects impetus into industrial development, enhancing the innovation
capacity of the manufacturing industry.

Foreign Direct Investment (fdi): Inflows of FDI lead to reduced domestic market
share and intensified competition, creating a mechanism of natural selection that compels
domestic firms to upgrade their technology to adapt to the new market environment.
Additionally, foreign-funded enterprises possess advanced research and management
capabilities, and the flow of personnel between domestic and foreign-funded enterprises
can accelerate the formation of a comprehensive industry radiation effect in the region,
promoting advanced manufacturing development in various aspects such as technology,
management, and human capital.

Human Capital Level (hcl): The educational attainment of the regional population
directly influences the quality of talent reserves. The longer the average years of education
per person, the richer the reservoir of knowledge and skills, which are ultimately reflected
in work capacity and efficiency.

Government Support Intensity (gov): Government actions have a significant impact
on regional industrial development. On one hand, the government can promote industrial
development through funding, tax incentives, and other means. On the other hand, im-
proper government intervention can hinder regional industrial development and increase
policy burdens on local enterprises.

Fixed Investment Level (inv): Economic growth hinges on fixed asset investment.
However, excessive investment can increase enterprise investment costs, burden cash flow,
and impede long-term development.

Industrial Structure (str): Industrial structure directly influences the level of innovation
and research and development in enterprises. A rational industrial structure reduces the cost of
cross-industry resource allocation and provides advanced production factors for enterprises to
carry out research and innovation activities and achieve technological innovation.

Informatization Level (inf ): With the evolution of economic structure towards informa-
tization, factor markets provide ample knowledge information for the development of
advanced manufacturing. Information resources are extensively shared, and new knowl-
edge and technologies quickly disseminate across the industry, with advanced enterprises
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playing a more prominent role. In this study, the level of informatization is measured using
the volume of postal and telecommunications services in the region.

4.2.4. Mechanism Variables

Urban innovation capacity (uic) is gauged through the prism of patent indicators
(Huang et al. 2022), taking into account the technological content and research and devel-
opment costs. Thus, the quantity of granted patents for inventions serves as a quantifiable
measure (Jin et al. 2019).

Manufacturing intelligence (mi) is assessed based on the import data of three categories
of industrial robots, classified by their HS eight-digit codes: 84795010 (multi-functional in-
dustrial robots), 84795090 (industrial robots excluding multi-functional ones), and 84864031
(IC factory-specific automated handling robots) (Li et al. 2021).

International capacity cooperation (icc) encompasses various forms such as foreign
trade, foreign direct investment, and contracted projects (Wang and Hui 2019). Thus, this
study measures the level of international capacity cooperation by examining the proportion
of total imports and exports, foreign direct investment, and contracted project amounts in
the manufacturing industry to each province’s GDP.

4.2.5. Data Sources

Advanced manufacturing indicators data are derived from publications such as The
China Statistical Yearbook, The China Industrial Statistical Yearbook, The China Science and
Technology Statistical Yearbook, and The China Environmental Statistical Yearbook. Industry
synergy aggregation data are sourced from The China Labor Statistical Yearbook. Control
variables, urban innovation capacity, and manufacturing intelligence data are obtained
from the EPS database. International capacity cooperation data is sourced from The China
Foreign Economic Statistical Yearbook (2003–2005) and The China Trade and Economic Statistical
Yearbook (2006–2021).

To address missing values, linear interpolation is employed to construct panel data for
the 31 provinces spanning from 2003 to 2021. The selection of substitute variables for each
indicator and descriptive statistical results are presented in Table 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the scatter plot and fitted line depicting the relationship between
industrial synergy agglomeration and the development of advanced manufacturing. The
plot clearly demonstrates a positive correlation between the two variables, providing a
solid foundation for the empirical research that follows.
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Table 3. The descriptive statistical analysis of the variables.

Variable Names Variables Obs Mean Sd Min Max

Advanced Manufacturing Industry ami 589 32.96 5.37 14.48 49.24
Advanced Manufacturing Technology amt 589 19.70 8.57 6.06 48.98

Advanced Manufacturing Management amm 589 41.68 9.41 17.28 71.11
Advanced Manufacturing Workforce amw 589 47.66 9.82 15.47 83.76

Green Advanced Manufacturing gam 589 68.69 15.09 15.44 100.00
Advanced Manufacturing Efficiency ame 589 18.84 5.66 10.70 90.95
Industrial Synergy Agglomeration coagglo 589 3.99 2.49 1.02 19.51

Economic Development pdgp 589 10.29 0.80 8.06 12.01
Foreign Direct Investment fdi 589 21.17 3.81 0.00 24.89

Human Capital Level hcl 589 10.77 1.54 0.00 12.61
Government Support Intensity gov 589 21.88 7.32 0.00 26.58

Fixed Investment Level inv 589 26.89 2.80 0.00 29.49
Industrial Structure str 589 43.73 9.49 28.60 83.90

Informatization Level inf 589 24.69 1.25 20.42 28.36

Urban Innovation Capacity uic 589 0.48 0.95 0.00 7.07
Manufacturing Intelligence mi 589 97.28 182.18 0.13 1091.58

International Capacity Cooperation icc 589 0.13 0.76 0.00 10.63

5. Results
5.1. Baseline Regression

The p-value of the Hausman test is less than 0.05, indicating the adoption of a two-way
fixed-effects (two-way FE) model. The regression results, presented in Table 4, column
(1), reveal that the coefficient of industrial synergy agglomeration level is significantly
positive, suggesting its promotion effect on the development of advanced manufacturing,
and thus supporting H1. The levels of regional economic development, foreign direct
investment, and informatization exhibit significant positive impacts on the development of
advanced manufacturing. The government support intensity and fixed investment level
demonstrate significant negative effects, aligning with the earlier description of control
variables. The coefficient of human capital level is not significant, potentially due to the
gradual accumulation of the positive impact of improved educational attainment among
regional personnel on firm performance and industrial development, which may exhibit
certain time-lag effects.

Table 4. Baseline regression and robustness testing.

Variables
Baseline Regression IV Replace X Replace Y

(1) ami (2) coagglo (3) ami (4) ami (5) center

coagglo 0.767 *** 1.337 *** 0.812 ***
(0.130) (0.515) (0.187)

EG
1.934 ***
(0.528)

L.coagglo 0.623 ***
(0.090)

pdgp 2.109 ** −1.170 *** 3.715 * 1.810 ** 0.440
(0.991) (0.414) (2.258) (0.868) (0.449)

fdi 0.087 ** 0.004 0.072 0.072 * 0.423
(0.041) (0.006) (0.147) (0.041) (0.541)

hcl
0.004 −0.106 0.097 −0.166 −0.252

(0.133) (0.074) (0.718) (0.134) (0.736)
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Table 4. Cont.

Variables
Baseline Regression IV Replace X Replace Y

(1) ami (2) coagglo (3) ami (4) ami (5) center

gov −0.088 *** −0.001 −0.099 ** −0.074 *** 2.440 ***
(0.027) (0.005) (0.046) (0.028) (0.713)

inv
−0.147 *** 0.002 −0.156 *** −0.176 *** 0.003

(0.041) (0.003) (0.040) (0.042) (0.009)

str
−0.002 0.015 * −0.023 0.046 0.014
(0.038) (0.008) (0.044) (0.038) (0.018)

inf 2.113 *** −0.179 2.575 * −5.668 *** −0.684 **
(0.773) (0.179) (1.421) (1.043) (0.280)

constant
−43.377 ** −18.560 −68.837 ***

(18.509) (32.708) (24.114)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

First Stage F Statistics 47.580

Kleibergen–Paap rk LM Statistics 7.402
[0.007]

Kleibergen–Paap Wald rk F Statistics 47.580
{16.38}

Anderon–Rubin Wald Statistics
3.753

[0.005]

N 589 558 558 589 186

R2 0.527 0.535 0.520 0.486

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. The values within square
brackets indicate the p-values for each test statistic. The values within curly braces represent the critical values of
the Stock-Yogo test at the 10% level. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

5.2. Robustness Testing
5.2.1. Addressing Endogeneity Issues

This empirical study may potentially face two sources of endogeneity issues. Firstly,
there is the concern of bidirectional causality, whereby the development of advanced man-
ufacturing stimulates the demand for the integration of manufacturing with upstream and
downstream industries, thereby promoting the synergistic development of manufacturing
and productive service sectors. Secondly, there is the issue of omitted variables, wherein
certain variables that have an impact on the development of advanced manufacturing are
not included in the model.

To tackle these concerns, we draw upon existing research and employ a two-stage least
squares estimation (FE2SLS) with a lagged one-period industrial synergy agglomeration
as the instrumental variable. The results of the first-stage regression, presented in Table 4,
column (2), indicate that the coefficient of the instrumental variable is positive and statisti-
cally significant at the 1% level. Additionally, the first-stage F-statistic of 47.850 passes the
weak instrument test. Moving to the second stage, the regression results in Table 4, column
(3), reveal that the coefficient of industrial synergy agglomeration remains statistically
significant and positive, providing support for H1. Furthermore, the instruments pass the
tests for instrument validity and endogeneity.

5.2.2. Alternate Explaining ()Variable

Ellison and Glaeser (1997) develop the EG correction index based on the EG index,
which is used to examine the level of industrial synergy agglomeration. Devereux et al.
(2004) simplify this index, reducing data requirements, and it has been widely adopted
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in current research. In this study, the EG index is recalculated to measure the level of
industrial synergy agglomeration for robustness testing. The calculation process of this
index is as follows:

EG = [Hij − (Hi × w2
i + Hj × w2

j )]/[1 − (w2
i + w2

j )] (21)

In Equation (21), variables wi and wj represent the proportions of employees in the
manufacturing and productive service sectors, respectively, in relation to the total number
of employees in both sectors. Hij, Hi, and Hj, on the other hand, describe the overall
geographic concentration of the two sectors as well as the individual concentration levels
of the manufacturing and productive service sectors. The calculation methods for these
variables are as follows:

H = ∑n
k=1 S2

k − 1/n (22)

where Sk represents the proportion of employees in the manufacturing, productive service,
or both sectors in a given province k relative to the total number of employees in the
corresponding (sub-)sector nationwide. The value of EG index reflects the degree of
industrial synergy agglomeration in the provincial region, with higher values indicating
a higher level of agglomeration. As an alternative indicator for the level of industrial
synergy agglomeration, we utilize the EG index as the core explanatory variable. The
regression results, presented in Table 4, column (4), demonstrate that the coefficient of
the EG index is statistically significant and positive. This finding suggests that industrial
synergy agglomeration can indeed promote the development of advanced manufacturing,
aligning with the conclusions drawn from the baseline regression.

5.2.3. Alternate Explained Variable

Starting from 2016, China began to establish regional manufacturing innovation plat-
forms, with the first batch of national manufacturing innovation centers being established
and expanded to 26 centers by the end of 2022. These centers are distributed across
17 provinces, including Guangdong, Beijing, and Shanghai. In recent years, a series of
policies have been implemented to indicate the key directions for the development of
advanced manufacturing. Measuring and considering relevant indicators can reflect the
development status of advanced manufacturing in different provinces.

In this study, we select the number of national manufacturing innovation centers in the
31 provinces of China from 2016 to 2021, as an alternative indicator for the level of advanced
manufacturing development, and conduct robustness testing. The results, presented in
Table 4, column (5), demonstrate that industrial synergy agglomeration has a significant
positive impact on the development of advanced manufacturing, which is consistent with
the conclusions drawn from the baseline regression. Therefore, we can conclude that
the findings regarding the positive influence of industrial synergy agglomeration on the
development of advanced manufacturing remain robust, even when using the number
of national manufacturing innovation centers as an alternative indicator for advanced
manufacturing development.

5.2.4. Subdivision Evaluation Indicators

By building upon the regression analysis with the comprehensive index of advanced
manufacturing development as the dependent variable, this study further examines the
impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on five specific indicators: advanced manu-
facturing technology, advanced manufacturing management, advanced manufacturing
workforce, green advanced manufacturing, and advanced manufacturing efficiency.

The results, presented in Table 5, columns (1) to (5), reveal that the coefficients of
industrial synergy agglomeration are all statistically significant and positive. This sig-
nifies that the positive influence of synergy between the manufacturing and productive
service sectors on advanced manufacturing development permeates across various aspects.
Strengthening the collaborative development between these two sectors not only enhances
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the independent research and innovation capabilities of manufacturing enterprises, leading
to greater economic benefits, but also improves the overall quality of industry personnel,
optimizes management models, and promotes sustainable development with a green and
environmentally friendly approach.

Table 5. Subdivision advanced manufacturing evaluation indicators.

Variables (1) amt (2) amm (3) amw (4) gam (5) ame

coagglo 1.304 *** 0.343 * 2.237 *** 1.131 *** 0.541 **
(0.247) (0.192) (0.209) (0.306) (0.248)

pdgp −3.858 ** 12.130 *** 1.413 −20.236 *** −5.206
(1.886) (1.468) (1.600) (2.339) (4.116)

fdi 0.419 *** −0.143 ** 0.309 *** 0.934 *** 0.033
(0.078) (0.061) (0.066) (0.097) (0.079)

hcl
0.019 0.286 0.585 *** 1.126 *** 0.140

(0.253) (0.197) (0.214) (0.313) (0.259)

gov −0.178 *** −0.060 −0.074 * −0.166 ** −0.122 **
(0.052) (0.041) (0.044) (0.065) (0.054)

inv
−0.078 −0.174 *** 0.299 *** 0.465 *** −0.477 ***
(0.078) (0.061) (0.066) (0.097) (0.080)

str
0.092 −0.460 *** −0.026 −0.196 ** 0.102

(0.071) (0.056) (0.061) (0.089) (0.069)

inf 4.964 *** −3.434 *** 7.459 *** 1.243 0.084
(1.472) (1.146) (1.249) (1.825) (0.103)

constant
−80.718 ** 23.325 −189.949 *** −50.921 104.302

(35.242) (27.426) (29.903) (43.697) (69.468)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 589 589 589 589 589

R2 0.656 0.733 0.657 0.687 0.163

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

5.3. Heterogeneity Analysis
5.3.1. Based on Regional Divisions

By stratifying the geographical regions into four sub-samples, namely the Eastern,
Central, Western, and Northeastern regions2, a regression analysis is conducted, and the
results are presented in columns (1) to (4) of Table 6. It is discerned that industrial synergy
agglomeration significantly stimulates the development of advanced manufacturing in the
eastern provinces and exerts a positive influence on the northeastern region. However,
in the central and western regions, this impact is not statistically significant. An analysis
of these disparities reveals that industrial synergy agglomeration has a positive impact
on the development of advanced manufacturing, with industry development foundations
serving as a threshold. The eastern region, boasting a generally favorable state of advanced
manufacturing development, effectively showcases the promotional role of industrial
synergy agglomeration. As a longstanding industrial powerhouse, the northeastern region
possesses a solid industrial development foundation, thereby enabling industrial synergy
agglomeration to facilitate manufacturing transformation and propel the advancement of
advanced manufacturing. In contrast, the central region exhibits significant disparities
in the level of advanced manufacturing development, rendering the overall impact of
industrial synergy agglomeration on advanced manufacturing development inconclusive.
The western region lags behind in advanced manufacturing development, where, relative
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to factors such as absolute input magnitude, the impact of industrial synergy agglomeration
is relatively modest. Hence, the region urgently requires an uplift in the level of advanced
manufacturing, supporting H1.

Table 6. Heterogeneity analysis.

Variables
East Central West Northeast Clusters No Clusters

(1) ami (2) ami (3) ami (4) ami (5) ami (6) ami

coagglo 0.354 *** −0.004 0.830 0.739 * 0.538 *** 0.378
(0.136) (0.440) (0.823) (0.206) (0.125) (0.541)

pdgp 8.210 −5.591 5.518 *** 24.130 ** 4.717 *** 4.868 **
(4.703) (3.912) (1.672) (4.989) (1.363) (2.103)

fdi −0.176 −1.198 ** 0.055 1.332 −2.066 *** 0.085 *
(1.078) (0.541) (0.052) (1.820) (0.278) (0.048)

hcl
0.925 0.135 −0.017 −2.499 0.464 *** −0.185

(0.776) (0.184) (0.190) (2.309) (0.149) (0.231)

gov −0.050 −0.034 −0.077 0.056 0.051 −0.133 ***
(0.045) (0.043) (0.054) (0.028) (0.032) (0.047)

inv
−4.250 −0.099 ** −0.171 ** −6.694 *** −2.564 *** −0.194 ***
(2.467) (0.050) (0.070) (0.641) (0.605) (0.047)

str
−0.172 −0.167 * 0.029 0.374 ** −0.049 0.023
(0.175) (0.092) (0.058) (0.074) (0.051) (0.054)

inf 5.575 −2.475 4.005 *** −7.004 3.456 *** 2.150
(3.597) (3.267) (1.467) (3.615) (0.944) (1.502)

constant
−67.748 173.990 ** −117.919 *** 119.937 * 9.678 −61.715 *
(102.839) (67.846) (39.871) (32.052) (23.938) (34.141)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 190 114 228 57 342 247

R2 0.608 0.784 0.578 0.909 0.671 0.530

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

5.3.2. Based on the Presence of National Advanced Manufacturing Clusters

In November 2022, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology released a
list of 45 national advanced manufacturing clusters, with 18 provinces having national
advanced manufacturing clusters3. Among them, Jiangsu Province topped the list with
11 clusters, followed by Guangdong Province with 7 clusters. Hunan Province and Zhejiang
Province both had four clusters, ranking third nationwide. The remaining 13 provinces cur-
rently do not have national advanced manufacturing clusters. Based on this criterion, two
sub-samples are formed, one with provinces that have national advanced manufacturing
clusters and the other without. Separate regressions are conducted for each sub-sample,
and the results are presented in Table 6, columns (4) and (5). It is observed that, in provinces
with advanced manufacturing clusters, industrial synergy agglomeration significantly
promotes the development of advanced manufacturing. However, in provinces without
advanced manufacturing clusters, this positive influence is not significant. This result is
similar to the findings of the regional heterogeneity analysis. The underlying reason is that
the promotion of advanced manufacturing through the synergy between the manufactur-
ing and productive service sectors requires a solid industrial development foundation in
the region.
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5.4. Intermediate Effect Test

The mediational analysis results can be found in Table 7, encompassing columns
(1) through (4). The initial regression findings unveil a remarkable positive impact of indus-
trial synergy agglomeration on the development of advanced manufacturing. Subsequently,
in the second regression, the coefficient of the core explanatory variable exhibits a significant
positive value, implying that industrial synergy agglomeration enhances urban innovative
capabilities. Furthermore, upon integrating industrial synergy agglomeration and urban
innovative capabilities into the equation in the third step, their combined influence on
the development of advanced manufacturing remains significantly positive. Hence, it can
be inferred that industrial synergy agglomeration enhances urban innovative capabilities,
thereby fostering the advancement of advanced manufacturing, thereby lending support to
H2. Moreover, it is worth noting that, in column (2), the coefficient for urban innovative
capabilities exhibits a significant positive value, thus confirming H2.

Table 7. Intermediate effect test.

Variables (1) ami (2) ami (3) uic (4) ami

coagglo 0.767 *** 0.266 *** 0.400 ***
(0.130) (0.031) (0.131)

Uic
1.563 *** 1.379 ***
(0.162) (0.172)

Pgdp 2.109 ** 0.925 0.093 1.982 **
(0.991) (0.877) (0.237) (0.936)

Fdi
0.087 ** 0.055 0.022 ** 0.057
(0.041) (0.039) (0.010) (0.039)

Hcl
0.004 0.048 −0.051 0.075

(0.133) (0.126) (0.032) (0.126)

Gov
−0.088 *** −0.058 ** −0.019 *** −0.063 **

(0.027) (0.026) (0.007) (0.026)

Inv
−0.147 *** −0.183 *** 0.023 ** −0.179 ***

(0.041) (0.039) (0.010) (0.039)

Str
−0.002 0.006 0.001 −0.003
(0.038) (0.036) (0.009) (0.035)

Inf 2.113 *** 1.358 * 0.264 1.749 **
(0.773) (0.726) (0.185) (0.732)

constant
−43.377 ** −3.152 −11.434 *** −27.609

(18.509) (15.807) (4.419) (17.603)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 589 589 589 589

R2 0.527 0.571 0.493 0.578

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

The implementation of the bootstrap method, renowned for its scientific rigor and
accuracy, is employed in this study to examine the robustness of the mediating effects.
As per the findings in Table 8, within a 95% error-corrected confidence interval, it is
observed that the indirect effect of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development
of advanced manufacturing, mediated through the enhancement of urban innovative
capabilities, amounts to 0.367 (CI = [0.202, 0.591]). The confidence interval, devoid of the
inclusion of zero, attests to the presence of a mediating effect. Furthermore, the direct effect
of industrial synergy agglomeration on the development of advanced manufacturing is
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estimated at 0.400 (CI = [0.161, 0.602]) within the same confidence interval, signifying a
positive and significant impact even when controlling for the mediating variable of urban
innovative capabilities. Thus, urban innovative capabilities play a partial mediating role in
the process of industrial synergy agglomeration fostering the advancement of advanced
manufacturing. The results of the bootstrap test likewise provide support for H2.

Table 8. The results of the bootstrap mediation analysis.

Explained
Variable

Mediating
Variable Effect Class Effect Size

The 95% Error-Corrected Confidence Interval

Standard Error Lower Limit of Interval Upper Limit of Interval

ami uic
Indirect Effect 0.367 0.093 0.202 0.591

Direct Effect 0.400 0.109 0.161 0.602

5.5. Moderated Mediating Effect Test
5.5.1. The Regulating Effect of Manufacturing Intelligence

Columns (1) to (5) in Table 9 present the moderating effect of manufacturing in-
telligence on the relationship between industrial synergy agglomeration and advanced
manufacturing development. Column (1) indicates that the coefficient of the interaction
term between industrial synergy agglomeration and manufacturing intelligence is signifi-
cantly positive, suggesting that manufacturing intelligence plays a positive moderating
role in the direct path through which industrial synergy agglomeration promotes advanced
manufacturing development. Furthermore, in columns (3) and (5), the coefficients of the
interaction term between industrial synergy agglomeration and manufacturing intelli-
gence, as well as the coefficients of urban innovative capabilities and the interaction term
between manufacturing intelligence, are all significantly positive. This indicates that manu-
facturing intelligence exerts a positive moderating effect in both of the two-step indirect
paths through which industrial synergy agglomeration fosters advanced manufacturing
development, thereby supporting H3.

Table 9. The regulating effect of manufacturing intelligence.

Variables (1) ami (2) uic (3) uic (4) ami (5) ami

coagglo 0.621 *** 0.232 *** 0.229 ***
(0.131) (0.032) (0.030)

Uic
1.448 *** 1.210 ***
(0.166) (0.217)

Mi
2.817 *** 0.127 *** 0.965 *** 0.437 *** −0.507
(0.394) (0.039) (0.089) (0.151) (0.578)

coagglo*mi 0.769 *** 0.279 ***
(0.120) (0.027)

uci*mi
0.529 *
(0.312)

Pgdp 1.382 0.050 −0.152 1.051 0.722
(0.953) (0.235) (0.216) (0.872) (0.892)

Fdi
0.082 ** 0.022 ** 0.020 ** 0.056 0.066 *
(0.039) (0.010) (0.009) (0.039) (0.039)

Hcl
0.029 −0.049 −0.043 0.059 0.046

(0.127) (0.031) (0.029) (0.126) (0.126)

Gov
−0.079 *** −0.017 *** −0.016 *** −0.056 ** −0.057 **

(0.026) (0.007) (0.006) (0.026) (0.026)

Inv
−0.170 *** 0.021 ** 0.015 * −0.185 *** −0.183 ***

(0.039) (0.010) (0.009) (0.039) (0.039)
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Table 9. Cont.

Variables (1) ami (2) uic (3) uic (4) ami (5) ami

Str
0.005 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.009

(0.036) (0.009) (0.008) (0.035) (0.036)

Inf 2.801 *** 0.318 * 0.489 *** 1.663 ** 1.781 **
(0.746) (0.184) (0.169) (0.729) (0.731)

constant
−50.613 *** −11.767 *** −13.907 *** −11.287 −11.477

(17.735) (4.381) (4.011) (15.947) (15.920)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 589 589 589 589 589

R2 0.569 0.503 0.586 0.577 0.580

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

5.5.2. The Regulating Effect of International Capacity Cooperation

The results of the moderation analysis, examining the moderating effect of interna-
tional capacity cooperation on the relationship between industrial synergy agglomeration
and advanced manufacturing development, are presented in Table 10, spanning columns (1)
to (5). Column (1) reveals that the moderating factor exhibits a positive moderating effect in
the relationship between industrial synergy agglomeration and advanced manufacturing
development. Further investigation of the moderated mediation effects within the indirect
paths reveals that international capacity cooperation plays a positive moderating role in
both the relationship between industrial synergy agglomeration and urban innovative
capabilities, as well as the relationship between urban innovative capabilities and advanced
manufacturing development. These findings support H3, indicating that international
capacity cooperation positively moderates the indirect effects within the mediation process.

Table 10. The regulating effect of international capacity cooperation.

Variables (1) ami (2) uic (3) uic (4) ami (5) ami

coagglo 0.486 *** 0.146 *** 0.110 ***
(0.128) (0.024) (0.021)

uic
1.386 *** 0.745 **
(0.224) (0.301)

icc
0.009 *** 0.006 *** 0.006 *** 0.002 0.000
(0.002) (0.000) (0.000) (0.002) (0.002)

coagglo*icc 0.002 *** 0.001 ***
(0.000) (0.000)

uic*icc
0.001 ***
(0.000)

pgdp 1.647 * 0.528 *** 0.059 1.115 1.088
(0.971) (0.177) (0.161) (0.893) (0.885)

fdi 0.067 * 0.011 0.010 0.055 0.072 *
(0.039) (0.007) (0.006) (0.039) (0.039)

hcl
−0.016 −0.019 −0.048 ** 0.052 −0.002
(0.127) (0.024) (0.021) (0.126) (0.126)

gov −0.069 ** 0.006 −0.002 −0.051 * −0.060 **
(0.027) (0.005) (0.004) (0.027) (0.027)

inv
−0.176 *** 0.012 0.007 −0.183 *** −0.179 ***

(0.039) (0.007) (0.006) (0.039) (0.039)
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Table 10. Cont.

Variables (1) ami (2) uic (3) uic (4) ami (5) ami

str
−0.002 −0.013 ** −0.004 0.001 0.016
(0.036) (0.007) (0.006) (0.036) (0.036)

inf 1.794 ** −0.088 0.010 1.265 * 1.420 *
(0.739) (0.139) (0.122) (0.731) (0.726)

constant
−26.694 −4.812 −2.337 −2.576 −6.516
(17.638) (3.308) (2.922) (15.811) (15.727)

Provincial Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temporal Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 589 589 589 589 589

R2 0.578 0.719 0.782 0.572 0.580

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

5.6. Spatial Spillover Effect Test

Based on the GDP and the latitude–longitude of each province, an economic, geographic,
nested matrix is constructed. The global Moran’s I index is computed for the levels of industrial
synergy agglomeration and advanced manufacturing development from 2003 to 2021, accompa-
nied by the creation of a scatter plot. The core variable Moran’s I indices all exhibit significant
positive values, indicating the presence of spatial positive autocorrelation.

Initially, an LM test is conducted, encompassing the LM (lag) test (183.745 ***), the
R-LM (lag) test (9.030 ***), the LM (error) test (198.843 ***), and the R-LM (error) test
(24.128 ***). The results of all these tests are significant, suggesting the adoption of the
Spatial Durbin Model (SDM). Subsequently, Wald and LR tests are performed. The Wald
(SAR) test (32.42 ***) and Wald (SEM) test (32.45 ***) reject the null hypothesis that the SDM
model can be degraded to either SAR or SEM models, thus passing the test. Similarly, the
LR (SAR) test (31.56 ***) and LR (SEM) test (31.64 ***) also support the aforementioned
conclusion. Finally, the Hausman test yielded a p-value below 0.05, leading to the adoption
of the fixed-effects SDM model.

The regression results are presented in Table 11. From column (1), it can be observed
that the main effect is significantly positive, indicating a positive influence of industrial syn-
ergy agglomeration on the development of advanced manufacturing within the province,
aligning with the baseline regression results. In column (2), the coefficient of the core
explanatory variable is significantly positive, suggesting a preliminary promotion effect
of increased levels of industrial synergy agglomeration within the province on the devel-
opment of advanced manufacturing in other provinces. However, the presence of spatial
spillover effects still needs to be examined through the coefficients of the indirect effects.
Columns (3) to (5) reflect the spatial spillover effects of various variables on the develop-
ment of provincial advanced manufacturing. It can be observed that both the direct and
indirect effects of industrial synergy agglomeration are significantly positive, indicating
the existence of positive spatial spillover effects. Even when the economic geographic
nested matrix is replaced by an economic distance matrix, the aforementioned conclusions
remain valid.

Table 11. Spatial spillover effect test.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Main Wx Direct Indirect Total

coagglo 0.468 *** 1.769 ** 0.465 *** 1.691 ** 2.156 ***
(2.69) (2.50) (2.62) (2.38) (3.54)
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Table 11. Cont.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Main Wx Direct Indirect Total

pgdp 1.493 5.012 1.391 * 5.036 6.427
(1.55) (1.03) (1.64) (0.95) (1.22)

fdi 0.047 −0.211 0.051 −0.205 −0.155
(1.19) (−0.61) (1.18) (−0.59) (−0.44)

hcl
−0.047 −1.024 * −0.036 −1.027 −1.063
(−0.37) (−1.66) (−0.26) (−1.53) (−1.55)

gov −0.091 *** −0.134 −0.096 *** −0.135 −0.231 **
(−3.54) (−1.13) (−3.19) (−1.27) (−2.04)

inv
−0.090 ** 1.317 *** −0.091 ** 1.310 *** 1.219 ***
(−2.05) (4.04) (−2.17) (4.22) (3.70)

str
0.001 −0.229 0.001 −0.220 −0.219
(0.04) (−1.27) (0.04) (−1.15) (−1.10)

inf 3.137 *** −0.871 3.047 *** −0.529 2.518
(3.84) (−0.23) (3.98) (−0.17) (0.79)

rho Statistics
−0.048
(−0.35)

sigma2_e Statistics 4.419 ***
(17.16)

N 589 589 589 589 589

Notes: The values within parentheses represent clustered robust standard errors. *, **, and *** denote significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

6. Discussion

The synergistic agglomeration of manufacturing and productive service industries
infuses the development of advanced manufacturing with a wellspring of vitality (Qiu
and Gong 2021; Song et al. 2023). In this study, we construct an indicator system to assess
the level of development of advanced manufacturing in Chinese provinces. Subsequently,
empirical analysis is conducted to examine the direction and mechanisms through which
industrial synergy agglomeration influences the development of advanced manufacturing.
Furthermore, we examine the spatial spillover effects of industrial synergy agglomeration.

In line with previous research (Gao et al. 2020), our findings confirm that industrial
synergy agglomeration promotes the development of advanced manufacturing. As man-
ufacturing and service industries deepen their collaboration within regions, the costs of
factor mobility and information sharing decrease, facilitating the dissemination of advanced
manufacturing technology (Pandit et al. 2001), significantly improving the management
capabilities of manufacturing enterprises. Consequently, this leads to increased economic
benefits (Klein and Crafts 2020). The optimization of spatial layout in these two industries
engenders the effects of concentrated governance and economies of scale, curbing carbon
emissions and environmental pollution (Wang et al. 2022), thereby enhancing the green
growth efficiency of the manufacturing sector (Lv and Lu 2022; Zhu et al. 2022). In compar-
ison to the above-mentioned existing studies that focus on the effects of industrial synergy
agglomeration on advanced manufacturing development from singular perspectives such
as technology, management, or environmental sustainability, this study employs a compre-
hensive index to measure the level of advanced manufacturing development, ensuring a
more scientific and comprehensive approach. Furthermore, our research reveals that the
promoting effect of industrial synergy agglomeration on advanced manufacturing develop-
ment is more pronounced in the eastern regions of China and in 18 provinces with national
advanced manufacturing clusters. This finding indicates that the process through which
industrial synergy agglomeration exerts its influence is influenced by the heterogeneity
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of the regional foundation for advanced manufacturing development, aligning with the
research results that focused on the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry (Hu et al. 2021).
However, some earlier studies have raised objections to the results of our research. Wang
and Wang (2023) find that the impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on regional eco-
nomic growth exhibits scale effects and congestion effects, with a “U-shaped” relationship
curve present in both the local region and neighboring areas.

This study enriches the research on the drivers of advanced manufacturing by incor-
porating innovation as a mediating factor into the regression equation (Zhuang et al. 2021;
Yang et al. 2021). It reveals that industrial synergy agglomeration enhances urban inno-
vation capabilities, thereby promoting the development of advanced manufacturing. As
the spatial layout of industrial synergy agglomeration takes shape, the external economic
effects generated by specialized division of labor become evident, leading to improved in-
novation efficiency among regional manufacturing firms (Shen et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019;
Peng et al. 2023). The enhancement of innovation capabilities, coupled with rationalized
factor allocation, drives the positive development of various industries within the region
(Fan et al. 2021). The output of innovation activities, when integrated into the production
process of enterprises, transforms into advanced technological achievements, with positive
and long-term effects on economic benefits (Lafuente et al. 2020; Becerra-Vicario et al. 2023).
However, Zhang et al. (2022) argue in their research that the impact of urban innovation
on the development level of emerging industries follows an inverted “U-shaped” curve,
contradicting the findings of this study.

We further examine the mechanisms through which industrial synergy agglomeration
impacts advanced manufacturing development and reveal that manufacturing intelligence
and international capacity cooperation, as moderating factors, play a positive role in both
the direct and indirect pathways of industrial synergy agglomeration’s impact. In regions
with higher levels of manufacturing intelligence, there is a better utilization of advanced
technologies, improved facility conditions (Yigitcanlar et al. 2020), stronger talent attraction,
and higher efficiency in information exchange and resource allocation among industries
(Song and Zuo 2019). International capacity cooperation provides favorable support for
enterprise innovation and research and development by facilitating the flow of mobile
factors (Chen et al. 2012). In regions with higher levels of international capacity cooperation,
there is frequent exchange of learning and communication between domestic and foreign
entities, enabling Chinese manufacturing enterprises to access advanced knowledge, tech-
nology, and management experience from abroad more easily (Martinez-Noya et al. 2012).
As the synergistic effect of industry agglomeration strengthens, the improvement in ur-
ban innovation levels becomes more evident, leading to the more rapid development of
advanced manufacturing.

Lastly, research from the perspective of green development in the manufacturing
industry indicates that the synergistic collaboration between manufacturing and produc-
tive service industries has a spatial spillover effect in suppressing atmospheric pollution
(Zhuang et al. 2021). This study further deepens the spatial-level research and utilizes the
Spatial Durbin Model (SDM) to verify the positive spatial spillover effects of industrial
synergy agglomeration on the comprehensive development of advanced manufacturing at
the provincial level. As the development of productive service industries becomes more
refined, the supporting services provided to advanced manufacturing enterprises become
increasingly specialized (Ke et al. 2014). When the demands of advanced manufacturing
enterprises in a province are met, upstream and downstream service enterprises, in search
of new business opportunities, actively engage in cross-provincial cooperation, thereby pro-
viding support for the development of advanced manufacturing in neighboring provinces.

7. Conclusions

This study formulates a comprehensive indicator system for evaluating the advance-
ment of the manufacturing industry and proceeds to quantitatively assess the development
level of advanced manufacturing across 31 provinces in China. Expanding upon this,
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the study delves into the pathways through which industrial synergy agglomeration pro-
motes the development of advanced manufacturing at the provincial level. Notably, it
unveils the partial mediating role played by urban innovation capabilities, while high-
lighting the positive moderating effects of manufacturing intelligence and international
capacity cooperation.

At the academic level, this paper makes two significant contributions. Firstly, it en-
hances the evaluation indicator system for advanced manufacturing and employs panel
data at the provincial level to quantitatively assess the development level of advanced man-
ufacturing across various provinces in China. In comparison to previous studies that relied
on single indicators, this paper’s measurement of advanced manufacturing development
is more scientifically rigorous, filling the gap in comprehensive indicators for assessing
advanced manufacturing. Secondly, this paper employs a moderated mediation model
(Baron and Kenny 1986; Sun et al. 2020) that incorporates urban innovation, manufacturing
intelligence, and international capacity cooperation into a unified analytical framework. By
delving into the mechanisms through which industrial synergy agglomeration influences
advanced manufacturing, this study goes beyond existing research that solely focuses
on mediating effects. It also takes into account the role of moderating variables, thereby
deepening the understanding of the drivers behind advanced manufacturing development.

Furthermore, this study holds valuable implications for the formulation of China’s
manufacturing development policies. Specifically, provincial regions should focus on the
synergistic development of manufacturing and productive service industries and seek
optimal solutions for industrial synergy agglomeration based on their own industrial
development foundations. Additionally, provinces should strengthen the cultivation of
enterprise innovation capabilities, optimize the layout of innovation chains, and estab-
lish city-based manufacturing innovation centers. Moreover, in the current complex and
ever-changing international landscape, provinces should focus on localized research and
development of intelligent manufacturing technologies, fostering a comprehensive in-
dustry layout for manufacturing intelligence. Lastly, provinces should actively promote
international capacity cooperation to catalyze the development of advanced manufacturing.

This study may have certain limitations in examining the spatial spillover effects.
Currently, the study has examined the direct impact of industrial synergy agglomeration on
the development of advanced manufacturing, but has not examined the indirect pathway
of urban innovation. It would be beneficial to investigate whether the positive regula-
tory effects of manufacturing intelligence and international capacity cooperation exhibit
significant spatial spillover characteristics among provinces.
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Notes
1 Our sample does not include data from Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan.
2 The Eastern region comprises ten provinces and municipalities, namely Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang,

Fujian, Shandong, Guangdong, and Hainan. The Central region encompasses six provinces, namely Shanxi, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Henan, Hubei, and Hunan. The Western region includes twelve provinces, regions, and municipalities, namely Inner Mongolia,
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Guangxi, Chongqing, Sichuan, Guizhou, Yunnan, Tibet, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, and Xinjiang. Lastly, the Northeastern
region consists of three provinces, namely Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang.

3 Apologies for the previous incorrect information. The 18 provinces with national advanced manufacturing clusters are as follows:
Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Fujian, Shandong, Hubei, Hunan,
Guangdong, Chongqing, Sichuan, and Shaanxi.
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